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Since the early fifteenth century, the
persecution of witches and wizards by
the

‘muggles’

(the

non-wizards),

gathered pace all over Europe. Great
part of the wizarding community felt
extremely scared, and justifiably so.
By the seventeenth century, in Great
Britain,

the

Ministry

of

Magic

attempted to liaise with the Muggle
British Monarch – unfortunately, it did
not succeed. The failure of this attempt
at recognition and protection made the
wizard kind voluntarily move toward
secrecy.
In

1692,

the

International

Confederation of Wizards - a wizarding
intergovernmental

organization,

roughly

equivalent

Nations

in

the

to

the

muggle

United
world

-

instituted the International Statute of
Wizarding Secrecy. After this, the
hiding of the wizarding world from the
muggle world became official, as a way
to safeguard the wizarding community
from danger. A few nations fervently
opposed

to

the

imposition

of

the

statute, but still, for a while, the
opposition was totally manageable and
did not represent a real treat.
This peaceful scenario only lasted until
the ascension of Gellert Grindelwald.
Grindelwald was a young and powerful
wizard known to be a complex, highly
idealistic

and

talented

figure.

He

believed that the wizarding community
‘have lived in the shadows for far too
long’

and

that

the

International

Statute of Wizarding Secrecy was ‘a
law that demands we (wizards) conceal
our true nature, a law that directs
those under its dominion to cower in
fear lest we risk discovery’. He also
argues that the statute helps the
muggles more than it does the wizards.

HISTORY
‘Magic blooms only in rare souls. It is granted
to those who live for higher things. Oh, and
what a world we could make, for all of
humanity. We who live for freedom, for truth
and for love...’
"We only want freedom. The freedom to be
ourselves."

The idea of exposing the wizarding world,
provoking a war with non-magic people,
overturning the the International Statute
of Wizarding Secrecy and, eventually,
forcing the non-magical population into
slavery became progressively more popular
and many wizards would even say that it
had to be done ‘for the greater good’.

Together

with

his

Grindelwald
numerous

followers,
committed

crimes,

including

several murders. With violent
acts in both the United States
and

Europe,

Grindelwald

ultimately established a power
base at the Nurmengard Castle,
in Austria. Yet, he had massive
support coming from the other
countries, such as France.

THE
CONFERENCE

On

December

International

of

1926,

the

Confederation

of

Wizards decided to call an emergency
meeting

to

disturbances

address
that

magical

were

risking

exposure of the wizarding world – the
MACUSA – Magical Exposure Threat
Level was the higher than ever. All the
magical activity was related to Gellert
Grindelwald and very much intense in
the countries that supported him. This
emergency meeting, inevitably, will
force countries to assume a position:
your

country

Grindelwald

and

either
his

supports

agenda

or

it

defends the International Statute of
Wizarding

Secrecy

and

maintaining of wizarding hiding.

the

